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This work is dedicated to Nadja,
who helped me to see, believe, and create.
"There are moments in our lives,
there are moments in a day, when
we seem to see beyond the usual.
Such are the moments of our greatest
happiness. Such are the moments of
our greatest wisdom. If one could
but recall his vision by some sort
of sign. It was in this hope that
the arts were invented. Sign-posts








All artistic mediums, including photography, consist of many facets
that can be explored and examined. Photography can express and amplify our
deepest emotions about ourselves and our lives, as well as intellectualize our
vision and perception. My thesis project was intended as an investigation into
the latter. While working on the thesis, I discovered that it was as much about
perception as it was about my emotions towards the world I inhabit.
The experience of creating is a combination of medium, ideas, and
expression. At an early stage of my involvement with art and photography
I became aware of the fact that the camera reproduced a representation of
my environment at which it was pointed. This direct translation of the world
made me want to interject my hand into the end product.
This interjection can be made in two different ways, literally as
the direct physical manipulation of the image or figuratively as an alteration
of the viewer's perception of the end product. It was out of this desire to make
photographs rather than find them that the thesis project grew.
During my experience at R.I.T. I became aware that photography
is perceived by most viewers as a rectangular window through which we perceive
the visual world. I became increasingly concerned with modifying this traditional
framework of photography in order to provide the audience with a visual alternative.
As a result, many of my pre-thesis
photographs dealt with the extension or
contraction of the frame.
I was out of this experimentation that I recognized the potential
of altering the actual image area. Rather than have the subject be confined
by the rectangular border, I chose to examine the relationship between image
form and subject matter. The image form was altered by placing black construction
paper onto the enlarging easel, thus blocking out unwanted areas of the negative.
This on-easel mask formed the basis for my manipulation of photography's
rectangular format.
It was the physical and perceptual modification of the rectangular
format that formulated the main thrust of my thesis explorations. Basing these
concerns on previous projects and photographic endeavors, I felt confident
and yet challenged with my proposal. I then selected a thesis board that would
offer me advice and guidance in the areas of aesthetics and visual perception.
Although this report examines reasons and methodology of making





"Why were photographs immediately taken to be
"real,"
to be
true representations of reality, when they appeared? Part
of the answer to that question, I propose, it to be found in
the fact that photographs seemed to fulfill their audience's
expectations about truth in representation in terms inherited
from Renaissance conventions of single-point perspective,






The view of photography as a "window on the
world"
is one that
goes back to the beginnings of the medium. There have been artists, however,
who have deviated from this point of view, and forced us to reexamine
"truth"
in the visual world.
A paramount example of such an artist is Rene Magritte. Magritte
playfully manipulates the audience by creating a bridge between reality and
illusion. One can view his paintings both as a realistic interpretation of the
world and as a mere semblance of reality. In one of his recurring themes, the
"painting within the
painting,"
we are a landscape which could either exist
2
within the room or as a real scene outside the window.
Just as a painter can use this "window on the
world"
fallacy to manipulate
his/her viewers, so too can a photographer direct our perception of reality.
In his "Altered
Landscape"
series, John Pfahl places marks into the environment
and draws our attention to the "illusion of a dimensional landscape and the
3
imposed pattern of
graphic" design laid upon it.
Chiarenza, Carl. "Notes Toward an Integrated History of Picture-
making."
Afterimage, Summer, 1979, p. 38.
Gablik, S. Magritte. Boston, MA: New York Graphic Society,
1979, p. 179.
j
Bannon, A. "John Pfahl's Picturesque
Paradoxes."
Afterimage,
February, 1979, p. 10.
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I have pointed out above how an artist can change our perception
of a picture by altering its content. It is, however, possibly to achieve a similar
effect by altering the shape of the frame itself. The rejection of the rectangular
format has been a painterly concern for many years.
Two painters who have explored the shaped canvas are Ralph Humphrey
and Frank Stella. Throughout his career, Humphrey has examined the integral
role played by the framework of a painting. In his more recent work, his paintings
are not only non-rectangular but the canvases are physically expanded so they
acquire an actual volume instead of lying flat against the wall. By creating
a painting with real volume, Humphrey has altered the content as well as the
form of the work. It has forced his audience to rethink the concept of what
a painting actually is. "What started out, in the shaped canvases, as an objective
exploration of how the eye actually sees inevitably pulled me into the subjectivity
of
illusion." Because Humphrey's "Constructed
Canvases"
deal with real and
illusionary volume, they also force the viewer to reexamine how such volume
can maneuver us into other channels of perceiving.
Another painter who has explored the shaped canvas is Frank Stella.
He abandoned the traditionally shaped canvas in order to create a harmony
between shape and design. In his "Copper
Painting"
series, he creates large
open rectilinear forms - a Greek cross, a U, a T, an H - mimicking the designs
within. "Here the central void had been so enlarged that the usual relationship
'Humphrey, Ralph. "Painterly
Edge."
Artforum, April, 1982, p. 42.
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between the picture and the frame was totally reversed. The enclosed area,
traditionally reserved for the
"picture,"
had simply disappeared; the bones
and the flesh of the painting were
united."
Content is such an integral part of the frame's structure in Stella's
work, that one cannot separate the two. In other words, the content cannot
be divorced from the form. Because this close relationship exists, Stella offers
his viewer a substitute to traditional concepts of the connection between subject
and frame. All excess information is cut away, and the viewer is left with
a work whose concept is clear and concise. "My painting is based on the fact
that only what can be seen is there. All I want anyone to get out of my paintings,
and all I ever get out of them, is the fact that you can see the whole idea without
any
confusion."
In this way an artist can present an idea and change our perception
of the visual world.
Photographers as well as painters are reexamining the shape of
the frame. Carl Toth has whimsically exaggerated the appearance of the frame
by layering two or more photographs on top of each other. Another artist concerned
with the perimeter is John Pf ahl. In his "Picture
Window"
series, he "probes
the structure of the frame and its relationship to the vista as it is photographically
rendered into a
picture."
Rosenblurn , Robert . Frank Stella. Bal timore , Maryland : Penguin
Books Inc., 1971, p. 25.
Stella, Frank. Art News, September, 1966, pp. 58-59.
Johnstone, Mark. "Nostalgic Places and Ambiguous
Spaces."
Artweek, February 28, 1981, p. 16
My interest in framing devices and illusion led me to explore these
themes more fully within the context of my thesis. While using other artists
as references, my work continued the investigation of alternative visual perception





The aesthetic concerns addressed by the work can be divided up
into different subject areas. There are, for example, original conception of
the idea, visual awareness in shooting, and perceptual concerns while masking.
It is not necessarily true that they appeared in the above order. Many ideas
were conceived long before the actual shooting took place. I would then search
for the appropriate scene, directing the photograph until it coexisted with
the idea. Unfortunately, this attitude of pre-visualization can preclude exciting
discoveries made after the photograph is taken. It is for this reason that I
explored both preconceived ideas as well a unexpected surprises that occurred
while shooting. It is important to point out that whether pre- or post-visualization
was used, it was necessary to create a harmony between idea, image and mask.
Speculation on which came first is unimportant when viewing the end product.
-14-
Orifflnal Conception
Artists achieve inspiration through their own experiences in life
and their surroundings. This forms the pool from which they draw their aesthetic
concerns. Photography as a visual art has the unique ability to record the environment
perfectly, storing it away for future reproduction. However, the old advertising
slogan "what you see is what you
get"
does not hold true here. Photography's
ability to provide the illusion of reality excites me, rather than its strong documentary
nature.
The ideas explored in my thesis are playful manipulations of the
viewer's visual experience. Each idea forms a mini-photographic magic show
addressing the truth and deception of the media.
-15-
Visual Awareness
After deciding what I wished to achieve, it was necessary to address
how the environment would interact with this idea.
Most traditionally compositional concerns are based on the premise
that one arranges visual elements within a square or rectangular form. Since
I anticipated having a non- rectangular end product.
I could no longer think in a
"rectangular"
way. The most evident
result of this change was having to over-estimate the field of vision, i.e. the
frame's perimeter. It became obvious that I needed to record more than the
essential visual elements, in order to have room to edit unnecessary areas during
masking. Other related compositional concerns developed through experimentation
with exaggerated foreground and background relationships. This type of composition
lent itself well to many perceptual illusions in masking.
-16-
Preceptual Concerns
A photograph is flat. We can lay it on the table or hang it on the
wall. Yet a photograph of a scene represents a very close approximation of
the scene itself; it is like a window through which we can see the actual three-
dimensional world. This rectangular window, which is predefined by the manufacturers
of photographic materials, can be an important perceptual variable when altered
or changed.
The modification of the standard photographic image or frame
and the exploration of how this alteration changes our perception of the subject
was the major concern during masking. The two main masking designs I arrived
at were a two-dimensional alteration of the rectangular frame, and a three-
dimensional illusion of the subject matter. These worked in conjunction with
the original perception of the photograph.
The two dimensional version of my masks worked best when it appeared
in direct contradiction to the original qualities of the photograph. If a photograph
was masked to give the appearance of having been shifted up or down, or right
or left, there would appear a visual dissonance between the image area and
the subject matter within those areas. The subject matter could be visually
connected over the masked gap but the image frame configuration would be
in contradiction, causing the viewer to reexamine the
illusion. This is evident
when viewing slides No. 11, 12, 15, 20, and 27.
The second major masking principle formulated during the thesis
was a mask accenting the
photographs three-dimensional characteristics. If
a photograph recorded a surface as it receded into the distance, I could taper
-17-
the sides of the image area. This would create the illusion that the photograph
existed in that receding plane. This is evident when viewing slides No. 2, 4,
16, 22, and 26.
It is important to note that the two perceptual concerns stated
above formed the basis only for the illusionary effect. Many other Gestalt
Laws of visual perception such as proximity, continuity, and closure were incorporated
within each work until a visual harmony was achieved.
-18-
Color
I chose to use color materials so I could offer the viewer the sensation
of seeing the world in "super
real"
terms that enhance the individual experience
or the complexity of emotion. The color in my photographs also allowed me
more choices with which to guide the audience through a perceptual experience.
Color has the unique ability to amplify the mood or expressive elements
of a photograph far beyond the act of recording hue and intensity. Color is
also accepted as truth. One has only to count how many amateur photographers
rely on color materials to understand the credibility it has. The fact that many
people believe that color offers a more
"realistic"
interpretation of reality helps
support my photographic illusions by catching the audience off guard. This
transparent "window on the
world"
allowed me to reinforce the contradications
between verification and imagination.
-19-
Geographics and Geometries
Selection of subject matter to be photographed was roughly defined
during pre-thesis experimentation. I have always been interested in urban
landscape where man-made geometric objects and natural forms merge.
Man's influence upon the landscape forms a visual order. This is
not to say that there is not visual order in the natural environment, but natural
situations, however, were not as readily available for exploration and evaluation
because of financial and scheduling problems. The combination of man-made
and organic elements formed an exciting base for many of the graphic and
perceptual concerns addressed in masking.
Geometric lines and shapes that appeared in the photograph could
be perceptually reinforced or distorted with graphic elements used during masking.
Natural shapes within the image would offer the viewer an accepted visual





The technical problems posed at the start of the thesis seemed overwhelming.
Registering a block-out mask and color negative with accuracy and repeatability
was one such problem. This section of the thesis report concerns solutions to
problems that I was confronted with during the technical production of the




After producing a contact sheet of negatives, I would select the
appropriate image to be enlarged. This selection incorporated both preconceived
masking ideas as well as unanticipated surprises. Images were judged by exposure,
color, and their applicability to masking principles.
Interesting images were enlarged to 9
1/2"
by 6 1/4", full frame.
This enlarging ratio became a standard because of its economy in regards to
photographic materials. It was a primary concern that the final prints were
made from the same emulsion number as the proof. This cut down on the time
spent converting filtration between different emulsions and on money spent









color proof formed the visual base for
the mask building, it was extremely important that accurate records concerning




After completing primary printing of the images, I was now ready
to playfully explore new masking ideas. This was done by taping a sheet of
tracing paper over the image area and drawing non- rectangular shapes and
divisions upon it. This trial and error stage of experimentation was both enlightening
and frustrating. Many preconceived masking ideas had to be rejected as aesthetic
or visual failures, but also many new ideas were discovered and realized. Although
many masking solutions were arrived at for each photograph, only those which
incorporated both visual and aesthetic connections between the subject matter
and the surrounding image area were used.
Feeling confident with the mask design, construction of the actual




thick) clear acetate was first
placed over the photograph. Registration marks were then positioned on both
the print and the acetate to assure perfect alignment in the darkroom. Black
construction paper was cut to the desired shape, corresponding to the original
design and taped directly onto the acetate. Lines and divisions within the print
were created by adhering black Letraline, (a self-adhering graphic arts tape
offered in an assortment of widths, to the acetate), (see Sample Mask)
It was necessary to cover up all masked areas within the proof print
with some form of black paper or tape because of color paper's extreme sensitivity
to light. By blocking out all unwanted
enlarger light, this black mask rendered
the edited areas white on the final print. Since this black to white conversion
occurred during printing, I assumed a
"negative"
way of thinking during the
construction of the mask.
24-
Each finished mask was stored with its corresponding photograph
until my return to the darkroom. A data form was also created for each print,




Upon return to the darkroom I first set the enlarger at its prerecorded
height and insert the appropriate negative into the carrier. Secondly, I aligned
the negative with my photographic proof, which had been placed in the enlarging
easel. This alignment had to be exact, or the printed areas would appear out
of registration with the mask.
The next stage was to register the on- easel mask with the print
by using the registration marks placed upon both earlier in production. The
proof was then removed and final exposure and color filtration adjustments




color paper until density and color balance




paper; one to be used
in discussion and critique with my thesis board members and two to be stored






image was of thesis quality.
It was necessary to evaluate the success or failure of each idea. Some images
were rejected for future improvements in either reshooting or remasking until
satisfactory results were achieved.
Feedback was a necessary portion of the creative act. This was
realized through contact with my thesis board members and critiques with





Presentation and Gallery Environment
After completing the production stage of the thesis, I realized that
the work should only be displayed under the best possible conditions.
Following experimentation with numerous white and off-white mat
board, I chose to window the prints under 4-ply 100% acid-free Graytone. White
mat board was rejected because it tended to over-exaggerate the space around
the image area, thus causing the print to be lost in the white surroundings.
By using a light gray archival board I could tighten the space around each image
without casting a warm or cool color bias upon the print itself.
The next stage of my thesis presentation dealt with the actual gallery
environment. In order to create a total surrounding for the images, much emphasis
and time was spent in the selection of wall color and the placing of gallery
walls in the appropriate positions.
A dark gray paint was chosen for the walls to accent the mats and
reinforce their framing characteristics. My major concern in regard to the
arrangement of the gallery walls was to create exciting visual surroundings
that would enchance the dramatic graphic elements within the work without
appearing overpowering or
contrived. I decided to make the gallery an
open-
ended parallagram, composed of 70 and 110 degree
angles. In this way, the
viewer would be confronted upon entering the gallery with the unusual visual
experience of a non-rectangular space as opposed to a normal square room.
(see Gallery Floor Plan)
-29-
Sequencing and the actual hanging of the work was the last portion
of the visual presentation to be addressed. Sequencing was not based on one
aspect of the images, but rather on a cross reference between subject matter,
graphic design, perceptual concerns, and colorometrics. A flow was thus created
between each image and the environments surrounding it. It is important to
note that early in the thesis I chose to reject the idea that all the images in
the show had to be the same size. Instead I created two sizes of finished pieces.









size. These larger prints were not selected because
they were the "greatest
hits"
of the show, but because they worked well in
an enlarged version. The five larger works were strategically placed throughout
the show as visual punctuations. It was there that I hoped the viewer would
pause to reflect upon past images or mentally anticipate what might logically
come next, (see Gallery Floor Plan for positioning of large pieces. Also see
Slides of Photographs No. 7, 11, 13, 20, and 29)
Other areas of presentation that should not be ignored are posters,
invitations and press releases. These can be mailed out to local newspapers,
galleries, and contemporary photographic
periodicals. The ramifications of
good publicity are often
underestimated when the thesis is in production, but
are always appreciated after its completion.
In my case, I wrote and sent
out a press release to all local
newspapers , and
received media coverage as a result. I also had a poster and
announcement designed and printed. These were distributed throughout the
-30-
city of Rochester. As a result, my show received more attention than it






Working with "Wreckedangular Vision" on a daily basis made me
aware that the work expresses as much about traditional photographic conventions
as it does about visual illusion. One cannot exist without the other. They are
both build upon the experience of seeing and though they contradict one another,
they also reflect each other. In realizing this, I have come to appreciate both
faces of photography, i.e. the documentary aspects a well as the illusionary
aspects.
The thesis also enabled me to take chances with my ideas and with
my photographic techniques. The freedom led me to many
yet-unanswered
questions about perception, art and photography that I hope to examine in the
future. Examples are the construction of an illusionary situation within the
real environment, and larger, more complex masking principles that are naturally
found in our surroundings.
The thesis was a springboard to new areas and interests. It is by
no means finished, but will be used to reexamine ideas. The conclusion for
my thesis could be the Latin quote
"
Alpha - Omega - Alpha
" "
The Beginning







Nikon FM Body fitted with Nikkor 24mm f/2.8,
Nikkor 35mm. f/2.0, and Nikkor 50mm f/1.4 lenses.
Light Metering:
Gossen Luna-Pro SBC, reflection reading off
a gray card in front of subject.
Film:
Vericolor II Professional Type
"S"
Film Development:
Normal Kodak C-41 Process.
Enlarger and Lens:
Omega D-6 Chromega Color Head with Rodagon
80mm f/5.61ens.
Paper:









Normal Kodak Ektaprint 2 Chemical process.

















100% Rag board, Museum quality, color - Graytone
Transparencies:
Copy slides of individual photographs and installation
views were made on Ektachrome 50 Professional.
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Thesis Proposal
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The thesis will explore the tension between the subject and its boundaries
within the geometric format of photography. It is my intent to alter the rectangular
framework of photography of aesthetically enhance the relationship between
the subject matter and the image area itself.
Background and Scope
Photography has traditionally been accepted as a rectangular window
through which we perceive the world. Over the past two years I have become
increasingly concerned with modifying the framework of photography in order
to provide visual alternatives. As a result, many of my photographs deal with
the extension or contraction of the frame.
It is out of this experimentation that I recognized the potential altering
the image area. Rather than have the subject be confined by the rectangle,
I chose to create a direct relationship between the image form and the subject
matter.
The modification of the standard photographic image and the exploration
of how this alteration changes our perception of the subject will be the main
thrust of my thesis.
-39-
Procedure
It is my intention to explore the aesthetic relationship between
subject and frame by photographing both man-made and natural landscape.
The framing concepts of the images will incorporate pre- and post-visualization
of editing and masking to achieve the desired effect.
Color materials will be used throughout the techniques of altering
the photograph (i.e. masking, hand-drawing, hand-coloring, and air-brushing)
will be investigated.
Documentation of conceptual and visual ideas, sketches, diagrams,
research, and personal experiences will form the basis for the written portion
of my thesis. Part of the research will consist of familiarizing myself with
artists that exhibit concerns in color, formalism, and reflexivity.
The thesis will number from twenty to forty (20-40) final images.
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17. Card rocks, Rockport Maine, 1981,
14" xl7"





19. Fence #3, Rochester, N.Y., 1981,
14" xl7"












23. Kodak #2, Rochester, N.Y.,
1981,14" xl7"




25. Drive through, Rochester, N.Y., 1981,
14" x!7"
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TriX^stern"^'^.0^ A" active volcano (14,005 ft.)
ArcWrEfaL1
SEnAl^'ian.g^3l) An island ?f the Alexander
wraSK/^13",ml- long- 6 t0 14 mi- wide.
wrangle (rang'gal) . .g\e&, .gHng v.i. 1. ei
dispute noisrfyjTjrawl. v.t. 2. To aVgue-
L%lve^oqc,karrehnrA5!i8PUtine- 4"
.^4^h^"^-
up ^livestock). n. An angry or noisy dispute: a auarrel
o7^#oQei
tcf-&&' rei-nss
"p^j (ranB'glor) n. 1. One who wrangles 2 At
WW,7^iFmT8ift En8^d. one who hal taken the
wrln
fr^a ^em tlCalionora- 3- A he'dsman on a range
rap (rap) v. wrapped orwrapt, wrap.ping v.t. 1. To sur
round and cover^y something folded or wound aboSt-
swathe; enwrap 2. To cover with paper, etc^oWed about
inw""?^
3" T Tnd or fold, Bering about some-SSSU1"-Ti ""J"-0^80 as,to blot out or coAceal: the sun
wrapped in clouds. 5. To enclose, envelop, or involve
lbWTSSfd the.kitten in her arms; tapped in thought
6. To place so as to enclose or embrace: He wrapped his arm
arouncfher. 7. To fold,wind, or draw v.i. I
be or become twined or coiled: with about, around, etc.
!lfLTraPNPeo W *? \- TS,be ^othed in or enveloped by(something). 2. To be totally absorbed, involved, or inter
ested in (something) . to keep underwraps To keep secret.
T JJ; n * artlclet dress drawn or folded about a person.2. pi. Outer garments collectively, as cloaks, scarfs, etc.
a. A blanket. [ME wrappen; origin uncertain]
wrap-around (rap'a-round') adj. 1. Designating a gar
ment, as a start, dress, coat, etc., open down to the hem and
made to fit by being wrapped around the body. 2. En
circling or overlapping: a wraparound windshield.
wrapper (rapfar) n. 1. A paper enclosing a newspaper,
magazine, or similar packet for mailing or otherwise. 2. A
detachable paper cover to protect the binding of a book. 3.
A woman s dressing gown. 4. One who or thatwhich wraps.
5. A tobacco leaf of high quality enclosing a cigar.
wrP'Pln8,(rap'ing) n. Often pi. A covering; something in
which an object is wrapped.
wrap-up (rap'up') n. Informal A summary of a news report.
wrasse (ras) n. Any of a group of spiny-finned, often bril
liantly colored fishes (family Labridae) ofwarm tropical seas,
some species of which, as the tautog, are esteemed as food
fishes. [< Cornish wraeh < gwrack, orig., an old woman]
wrath (rath, rath; Brit, roth) n. 1. Extreme or violent rage
or fury; vehement indignation. 2. An act done in violent
rage, especially in vengeance or punishment. Syn. See
ANGER. v.t. & v.i. Obs. To make or become angry.
adj. Obs. Wroth; angry. [OE wrSlhthu < wrath wroth]
wrathful (rath'fel, rath'-) adj. 1. Full ofwrath; extremely
angry. 2. Springing from or expressing wrath. wrath'.
fully adv. wrath'fulness n.
wrath-y (rath'S, rath'S) adj. wrath-i-er, wrath i est Infor
mal Wrathful. wrath'i-ly adv. wrath'inesa n.
wreak (rk) v.t. 1. To inflict or exact, as vengeance. 2. To
give free expression to (anger, hatred, etc.K vent. [OE
wreean to drive, avenge]
wreath (rSth) n. pi. wreaths (rethz) 1. A band or circle
of flowers or greenery, often worn on the head as a crown or
laced on a grave or at a door, window, etc. 2. Any curled
and of circular or spiral shape, as of smoke. [OE writha <
wrlthan to bind, tie] wreath'y n.
Wreath (rSth) The constellation Corona Australia.
wreathe (rSt) v. wreathed, wreath-ing v.t. 1. To form
into a wreath, as by twa^sm/m^uahie 2. To adorn or en
circle wjth^MajJ- n^HWrs^^^WaMa^lop ; cover: His
facej*0^PrOTeTmsrnnl% v.i. 4. To^^tateform of a
mffr: 5. To twist, turn, or coil, as massH^^loud.
_lrlierwrelhe, back formation < ME wrethen^^^t^. of
,
rithen. pp. of writhen to writhe; infl. by wreath]
wrecked-an eular
(rektd-ang"
gyeler) adj. 1. To cause fn
destruction oian angular form. 2. To alter the perception of a sub-^
ject by changing its framework. 3. To create a visualalternative by
selective expansion or contraction of a geometric format. 4. To





gyeler vizh en) n. 1. A
Ehotography exhibition by I. Michael Lesko. 2. At the MFA
Gal-
ry, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New
York.
3. January Sixteenth through the Twenty-second,
1982. 4. Recep^
""'on -January 16, 8:30 p.m. [< AF wree, wrech^
' "* ' '
'
_< ON (assumed) wrek < wrekan to driv^^a-Jj





wreck-er (rek'ar) n. 1. One who or that which causes
wreck, destruction, or frustration of any sort. 2. One em
ployed in tearing down and removing old buildings. 3. A
person, train, car, or machine that clears awav wrecks.
4.
One who is employed to recover disabled vessels or wrecked
cargoes for the owners; also, a vessel employed in this ser
vice; a salvager. 5. One who lures ships to
destruction
wring
by false lights on the shore in order to plunder the wreck.
wreckful (rek'fal) adj. Poetic Causing wreckage.
wreck-lng (rek'ing) n. The work or art of a wrecker.
adj. of, engaged in, or used in pulling down buildings or in
salvaging and clearing away wrecks.
w,fen.STeS) ! Any of numerous small passerine birds
(family Troglodytidae) having short, rounded wings and a
short tail, including the common house wren (Troglodytes
aedon), the Carolinawren (Thryothorus ludovicianus) , Bew
ick awren (Thryomanesbewickii) of NorthAmerica, and the
European wren {.Troglodytes troglodytes). 2. Any of nu
merous similar birds. [OE wrennal
Wren (ren), Sir Christopher, 1632-1723, English architect.
wrench french) n. 1. A violent twist. 2. A sharp or vi
olent twist or pull, as ^->.
in the ankle, back, *-\ ] fp




emotion or grief. 4.
Any perversion or
distortion of an origi
nal meaning. 5. Any
of various tools for
twisting or turning
bolts, nuts, pipe, etc.
v.t. 1. To twist
violently; turn sud
denly by force; wrest.
2. To twist forcibly
so as to cause strain or
injury; sprain. 3. To
twist from the proper
meaning, intent, or
use. 4. To strain or
Os^
WRENCHES
a Open-end. 6 Socket, e Bicycle.
d Monkey, e Pipe. / Ratchet.
g Offset, h S-wrench.
force the feelings, thoughts, etc., of: to wrench oneself away
from pleasure. v.i. 5. To give a twist or wrench. [OE
wrenc trick. Akin to WRINKLE1.]
Wrens (renz) n.pl. Brit. Informal Women's Royal Naval
Service, an organization to relieve men of certain shore
duties connected with the Royal Navy. Also WRENS.
wrest (rest) v.t. 1. To pull or force away by violent twist
ing or wringing; wrench. 2. To turn from the truemeaning,
character, intent, or application; distort; pervert. 3. To
seize forcibly by violence, extortion, or usurpation. 4. To
extract by toil and effort: to wrest a living from barren soil.
n. 1. An act of wresting; a violent twist. 2. A misappli
cation or perversion. 3. A crooked act; wile. 4. A key for
tuning a stringed instrument, as a harp. [OE wrSstanj
wreafer n.
wrestle (res'el) v. -tied, tllng v.i. 1. To engage in wres
tling. 2. To struggle, as for mastery; contend! v.t. 3.
To engage in (a wrestling match), or wrestle with. 4. To
throw (a calf) and hold it down for branding. n. 1. A
wrestling match. 2. Any hard struggle. [OE wrSstlian,
freq. of wrMstan to wrest]
wres-tler (res'lar) n. One who wrestles; especially, a per
son who competes in wrestling matches.
wrestling (res'ling) n. A sport or exercise in which each of
two unarmed contestants endeavors to throw the other to
the ground or force him into a certain fallen position.
wrest pin In stringed instruments, as the piano or harp, a
metal pin around which the ends of the strings are coiled and
which can be turned to tune the string.
wretch (rech) n. 1. A base, vile, or contemptible person.
2. A miserable or pitiable person. [OE wrecca outcast <
wreean to drive]
wretched (rech'id) adj. 1. Sunk in dejection;profoundly
unhappy. 2. Causing misery or grief. 3. Unsatisfactory or
worthless in ability or quality. 4. Despicable; contemptible.
wretch'ed-ly adv. wretch'ed-ness n.
wrlg-gle (rig'el) v. -gled, gling v.i. 1. To twist in a sinuous
manner; squirm; writhe. 2. To proceed as by twisting or
crawling. 3. To make one's way by evasive or indirect
means. v.t. 4. To cause to wriggle._ n. The motion of
^pne who or that which wriggles; a squirm. [<_MLG wrig-
leln, freq. of wriggen to twist] wrig'gly adj.
Iggler (rig'lar) n. 1. One who or that which wriggles.
A mosquito larva.
Ight (rit) n. One who constructs, contrives, or creates:
led chiefly in compounds: shipwright; playwright. [OE
fyrhta~\
'right (ritl. Frank Lloyd, 1869-1959, U.S. architect.
Joseph, 1855-1930, English philologist and lexicographer.
Orville, 1871-1948, U.S. pioneer in aviation. Wilbur,
1867-1912, U.S. pioneer in aviation; brother of Orville.
wring (ring) r. wrung (Rare wringed) , wringing v.t. 1. To
squeeze or compress by twisting. 2. To squeeze or press
out, as water, by twisting. 3. To extort; acquire by extor
tion. 4. To distress; torment. 5. To twist or wrest violent
ly out of shape or place: to terinff his neck. 6. To grasp
firmly or press, as in a handshake. 7. Obs. To pervert; dis
tort. v.i. 8. To writhe or squirm, as with anguish. 9.
To perform the action of wringing. n. The act of wringing.
[OE wringan]

